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ABSTRACT 
This paper examines the role of functional models in linear algebra and some 
related areas of application, notably linear systems theory. This approach adopts an 
intermediate level of abstraction, somewhere between abstract module theory on the 
one hand and matrix theory on the other. It is a powerful method which simplifies many 
proofs, provides insights, and illuminates the less obvious connections between linear 
algebra and operator theory, approximation theory, moment problems, interpolation, 
and control theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Mathematics is a field of knowledge. A field of knowledge can be thought 
of as a multidimensional space whose elementary parts are bits of information 
-represented by abstract points. Thus, an interesting theory about this field 
of knowledge lies not in attaining information regarding the coordinates of its 
points but in achieving an understanding of the relations between them. 
Sometimes we are impressed by the profundity of a person’s knowledge. 
When this happens, it is not so much his control of enormous amounts of 
factual information that strikes us as profound, but his ability to arrange the 
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facts in a coherent and striking pattern. The most obvious manifestation of this 
was the masterful achievement of Newton in his Principia. 
Our lives are of a rather limited time span, and our ability to master fields 
of knowledge is also restricted. Thus necessarily we are led to making choices. 
Our reading of books and journal articles is limited by the constraints of time 
and memory. Personal interest is a subjective way of accommodating these 
constraints. 
As in other fields of interest, there is a historical tradition of classification 
in science, which goes back to Aristotle. Since our ability to handle vast 
amounts of information is limited, this process of classification has its merit. It 
allows the segmentation that makes it possible for us to come to grips with 
complexity. Of course there is a price we pay for this, and a heavy one it is. 
The boundaries of the segmentation are rather artificial, and their effect is to 
promote narrow-mindedness, or specialization (to put it more kindly). The 
outcome can be seen in the growth of local, isolated, and potentially sterile 
subfields of knowledge. 
Now science as a whole is anything but flat. I tend to think of it as a 
landscape, where different places offer different views or perspectives. Some 
viewpoints are richer than others and some are poorer. I believe that particu- 
larly insightful are those vantage points which are located on the boundary 
between different regions. It is usually on the edge of a reef that one 
encounters the richest and most varied life. 
My intention is to try and draw a personal map of a part of mathematics 
with which I am somewhat familiar and outline the main links connecting it to 
other parts of science. This part of mathematics has a significant intersection 
with linear algebra and linear systems theory. 
In fact it is interesting, in reference to various classifications, to ask where 
linear algebra belongs. The obvious answer that it is part of algebra is only 
partially right. In fact, most algebraists feel a bit embarassed about linear 
algebra, it being the part of their trade that is most widely recognized, to the 
point that they hardly mention it. It is not unlike the attitude of a bourgeois 
couple to the child borne by their unmarried daughter. To the algebraists, as 
to most pure mathematicians, all that could be said about liner algebra has 
been said, and so it can be considered a closed subject and relegated to first 
year students. 
Actually, if one can call linear algebra a mathematical field, it is a field with 
a life, or rather lives, of it own. Most of the research in linear algebra is fueled 
by interest coming from different areas of application: statistics, optimization, 
control, signal processing, coding theory, combinatorics, and numerical analy- 
sis, to name a few. In particular, the ever greater availability of computing 
power, ideal for large scale computations, has had a great influence on the 
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development of linear algebra. As a result, even in so limited a field as linear 
algebra, any presentation is bound to be highly subjective. 
A mathematical theory is developed because of its efficiency in coping with 
seemingly different phenomena. There is a price we pay for generality. The 
motivation for posing mathematical problems and the intuition which accom- 
panies their solution are based on the study of special cases. When generality 
takes over both tend to be lost, and the result may become rather dry. 
However, if we choose to be too specific, then it ceases to be a theory. This is 
a general problem we have to face in deciding on the way we choose to 
present liner algebra. 
Now the level of generality is of course related to the level of abstraction 
one chooses to adopt. The theme of this paper is to focus on an intermediate 
level of abstraction, and that lies somewhat between abstract module theory 
and matrix theory. This level of generality is represented by functional models. 
Functional models are a basis free approach, which is however concrete in the 
sense that, rather than work with equivalence classes of general modules, we 
essentially choose canonical representatives which are natural from the point 
of view of modular arithmetic. This is essentially the theory of polynomial and 
rational models I have developed over the last decade and a half; see Fuhrmann 
(1976) and the References for a selection of relevant papers. 
I claim that functional models provide a most illuminating viewpoint for 
linear algebra in relation to other fields. Let me present, by means of a 
diagram, in Figure 1, a very schematic idea of what I have in mind. 
This diagram is in some ways reminiscent of Buenting’s map of the world, 
with Jerusalem at the center of a cloverleaf. I will try to explain, in the rest of 
this paper, some of the background and connections in the diagram. This will 
be far from complete. The connection to scattering theory is via the Lax-Phil- 
lips (1967) approach. Scattering is very close in philosophy to realization 
theory, so it is not surprising that there is a nontrivial intersection in the 
mathematics used. For a bit more on this see Helton (1974). When I mention 
the connection to number theory I do not mean the obvious connection via the 
use of modular arithmetic. Rather I have in mind the great similarity in the 
Hasse-Minkowski circle of ideas regarding the analysis of quadratic forms and 
their equivalence over the rationals, and the results, presented in Fuhrmann 
(1983), on the global equivalence of symmetric transfer functions. In both 
cases the Chinese remainder theorem plays a significant role in the passage 
from local to global equivalence. I believe there is more to be gained by 
bringing these subjects closer together in the future. Some work in this 
direction has been done already by H. Wimmer. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give a sketch of the 
history of functional models and their introduction into linear algebra. This 
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FIG. 1. 
traces their origins to operator theory on the one hand and engineering on the 
other. In Section 3 we discuss the functional models based on shift operators, 
focusing on the universality of the shift. Section 4 is devoted to the notion of 
coprimeness and relates certain classical results to results in operator theory. 
Section 5 is devoted to interpolation problems and reviews some of the 
applications of interpolation to the solution of feedback design problems. The 
theme of Section 6 is realization theory. This is approached via polynomial 
models, and we show, by means of several examples, how natural choices of 
basis lead to widely different canonical forms. 
It is impossible in a paper like this to do justice to all aspects of linear 
algebra and system theory that have benefited from the application of func- 
tional methods. Thus we will not discuss application to stability theory (see 
Fuhrmann and Datta, 1989), the analysis of feedback invariants (see Fuhrmann, 
1979, and Fuhrmann and Willems, 1980), and the analysis of the relation 
between external and internal symmetries (see Fuhrmann, 1983, 1984). Nor 
do we discuss factorization theory and problems of recursiveness. These can 
be looked up, from the present point of view, in Fuhrmann (1989) and 
Fuhrmann (1988). 
I have not even attempted to make the references complete. However, I 
did make an effort to point out the main contributions to the topic. 
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2. A SKETCH OF HISTORY 
With the introduction of matrices by Cayley and Sylvester, the matrix 
approach was dominant for a while. Shortly after there began the process of 
formalizing the axioms of a vector space; see Toeplitz (1909), Weyl (1928). 
Thus one could talk of abstract linear transformations and study their struc- 
ture. A most elegant approach to the structural study of linear transformations 
is that based on the structure theory of finitely generated modules over a 
principal ideal domain. This appeared first in van der Waerden’s (1931) classic 
treatise, which is based on the work of E. Artin and E. Noether. In some sense 
the basic problems of linear algebra had been outlined and solved. But this 
turned out to be not the end of it, but rather the birth of linear algebra as a 
discipline. 
As module theory is such an elegant and powerful tool, it may seem 
surprising that it did not take over completely. In my opinion this is not 
because it is so difficult to master another mathematical concept, that of a 
module in this case, but because of the lack of sufficient computational tools 
associated with module theory. These tools center around the study of polyno- 
mial matrices. For a long time the sole source where some such tools were to 
be found was MacDuffee (1946). However, this book was never really ac- 
cepted by the mathematical community. Thus for those who needed to 
compute answers to problems there was nothing to have recourse to but 
matrix theory. Here the treatise of Gantmacher (1959) reigned supreme, and it 
probably is even today the most widely used reference for all computational 
aspects of linear algebra. Not surprisingly, it is hardly ever referenced in 
algebra books, e.g. MacLane and Birkhoff (1967), Lang (1971), or Hilton and 
wu (1974). 
Thus it seems a gap was developing between the abstract level of module 
theory and that of matrix theory, and this gap was asking to be closed. 
Strangely, the actual closing of the gap happened as a result of influences 
outside the field of algebra, motivated by advances in operator theory and the 
theory of linear systems. I refer to the operator theoretic advances based on 
invariant subspaces and to the influence of Rosenbrock (1976) in the area of 
systems. I will discuss these separately. 
2.1. The Operator Theoretic Influence 
To understand these developments one has to look at the history of 
functional analysis. This had its roots in the theory of differential and integral 
equations. In both cases the linear ideas were fundamental. In fact, to quote 
Bourbaki (1973, p. 657), “. . . whilst mathematicians had a slight tendency to 
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despise equations of the first degree, the solution of differential equations was 
considered a capital problem.” This generosity towards differential equations 
owes probably a lot to Newton’s authority and the successful development of 
classical physics. Both the Sturm-Liouville theory and the study of integral 
equations with symmetric, or self-adjoint, kernels led to the abstraction of 
Hilbert spaces and the study of bounded and unbounded self-adjoint opera- 
tors. This culminated in the spectral theorem, generalizing the diagonalization 
by unitary similarity, of a Hermitian matrix. 
At this point one can ponder over the fact that some of the most interesting 
results in Hilbert spaces preceded the formal definition. A beautiful example 
of this is Schur (1917, 1918), a real classic by a great master. In this body of 
work the language is that of quadratic or bilinear forms rather than inner 
products. This is the same language used by Hermite (1856), where what are 
now called Hermitian forms were first introduced and used. Of course, while 
one was working with quadratic forms the use of positive definite ones was a 
special case. This was obscured once a positive definite, Hermitian inner 
product was introduced. The effect of this was to relegate indefinite metric 
spaces to a long period of relative obscurity, out of which they are only now 
slowly emerging. In this connection see Pontrjagin (1944) Bognar (1974). 
Very quickly it became apparent that the completely abstract setting will 
not lead far and one needs to specialize the objects of study. An important 
class of theorems of such type deal with the concrete characterization of dual 
spaces. Typical of such is the Riesz representation theorem. However, this 
need for concrete representations was not peculiar to Banach spaces and 
linear topological spaces, but became apparent even in the theory of Hilbert 
spaces. Specifically, one such instance is the study of multiplicity theory, or 
the study of unitary equivalence and unitary invariance for self-adjoint opera- 
tors. The invariants turned out to be a sequence of measures pr,. . . such that 
pi 4 hi-i. Thus L2(pi), which to an extent are concreted objects, became the 
building blocks of a unitary invariant. This is very much in the spirit of the 
invariant factors of a linear transformation in a finite dimensional vector space, 
or alternatively, of the representation of a finitely generated torsion module 
over a principal ideal domain as a direct sum of cyclic modules. 
In the process of development of functional analysis and operator theory 
there were many different examples of functional calculi. This began with 
polynomials of matrices, and proceeded to exponentials of matrices and the 
natural extension to arbitrary entire functions. Less than analyticity in the 
whole complex plane was shown to be enough, and replacing it by analyticity 
on the spectrum led to the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus. There were 
other approaches, based on multiplication operators, of which the Sz.- 
Nagy-Foias calculus is a good example. Here the gap between algebra and 
analysis is most apparent. A functional calculus is nothing but the introduction 
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of special module structures on the space, very much in line with the classical 
introduction of an F[ z]-module structure on a vector space V, given a linear 
transformation A, by 
p*x=p(A)x. 
This is nowhere made explicit, which is regrettable, as the gap between 
algebra and analysis is big enough without the hiding of some of the connect- 
ing links that exist. 
Throughout the thirties the emphasis in operator theory was on self-adjoint 
operators and related eigenfunction expansions. Things changed from the 
forties onward, and in a dramatic way. The change relates to the work of 
Livsic (1946, 1954), Rota (1960), and Beurling (1949). Livsic’s idea was to 
replace the study of certain operators by the study of related characteristic 
functions that in return determined the operator up to unitary equivalence. 
The advantage was to replace an infinite dimensional object by, in many 
important cases, a scalar or matrix valued analytic function. The elegant 
analysis of the invariant subspaces of the Volterra integral operator was one of 
the early successes of the theory. Later it was one of the influences that led to 
Sz.-Nagy and Foias’s (1970) important body of work. Beurling’s work put the 
limelight on the shift operator in H 2, determined a representation of its 
invariant subspaces, and characterized its cyclic vectors. The contribution of 
Rota was to point out the universality of (backward) shift operators. In broad 
terms the study of a given operator could be replaced by the study of the 
backward shift restricted to one of its invariant subspaces. This showed the 
tradeoff between putting the emphasis on the operator and putting it on the 
geometry of the invariant subspaces. Clearly the cases where the left invariant 
subspace could be represented, via Beurling’s result and its generalizations, by 
matrix analytic functions turned out to be the most interesting. 
In the aftermath of these pioneering contributions, the floodgates were 
opened and Hilbert space operator theory changed its flavor completely. The 
classical contributions by Schur (1917, 1918) Nevanlinna (1919), Pick (1916), 
and Nehari (1957), to cite the important ones, were reexamined and seen from 
a new perspective. Some of the important results in this area were the proof of 
the scalar version of the commutant lifting theorem by Sarason (1967), its 
generalization by Sz.-Nagy and Foias (1970), the use of Carleson’s corona 
theorem to prove a spectral mapping theorem for functions of restricted shift 
in Fuhrmann (1968b), and the deep analysis of Hankel operators by Adamjan, 
Arov, and Krein (1968a, b, 1971, 1978) that became AAK theory. One should 
also mention De Branges’s important work on the invariant subspace problem, 
which, though formally failing to achieve its aim, provided a lot of important 
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mathematics. Eventually this led to the proof of the Bieberbach conjecture, in 
De Branges (1985), and lately to the (so far unsuccessful) attempt to prove the 
Riemann hypothesis; see De Branges (1990). 
2.2. The Engineering Influence 
Probably the strongest influence at the early stages of development of the 
theory of linear systems was that of network theory, dealing with the analysis 
and synthesis of electrical circuits. This is the area where complex methods 
were introduced to facilitate the analysis. There was a heavy reliance on 
Laplace transform theory, complex integration, and the principle of the 
argument. However all these facts were not specific to finite dimensional 
linear systems, and mostly they dealt with the single input, single output case. 
In the late 1950s there was a change of emphasis towards adopting the 
time domain setting for dealing with linear systems. This setting has the 
advantage in that it accommodates the analysis of time varying systems within 
the same framework. This became the state space theory, and it certainly 
dominates today. In this development the influence of Bellman and Kalman 
was predominant-Bellman for his emphasis on the notion of state (though this 
influence can also from the direction of automata theory), and Kalman for his 
stress on the conceptual foundations: controllability, observability, minimality, 
realization theory, and the isomorphism results. Of course this revolutionary 
change was not created single handedly; it rested on preceeding work by 
Foster, Cauer, Darlington, and Guillemin among others. 
The importance of Kalman’s contribution was in the formal and systematic 
approach to the modeling problem. This approach was highly successful and 
led to the complete solution of the linear control problem with quadratic cost 
criterion. Even more profoundly influential was the Kalman filtering theory, 
which all but replaced the Wiener theory that was based on complex func- 
tional methods. 
By the end of the decade, that is, by the end of the 196Os, the state space 
takeover seemed complete. At this point several different influences inter- 
vened. Kalman himself became dissatisfied with the lack of emphasis of state 
space methods on algebraic structures and the excesses of what seemed to be 
matrix manipulations, and he pushed the abstract algebraic point of view based 
on module theory. His point of view is best presented in Kalman, Falb, and 
Arbib (1969). More or less simultaneously, Rosenbrock’s (1970) important 
monograph came out, which not only presented an effective method to deal 
with multivariable time invariant problems, but at the same time managed to 
give a complete and striking solution to the generalized pole placement 
problem, giving the constraints on the degrees of invariant factors in terms of 
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the controllability indices. This was a tour de force, and it put new life into the 
frequency domain area. One should also mention the geometric theory put 
forward by Basile and Marro (1969) and by Wonham and Morse (1970). This 
was a powerful tool for dealing with a variety of design problems. In this 
connection we refer to Willems (1981), Willems and Commault (1981) and 
Schumacher (1980, 1982). 
System theory was faced now with an embarassment of riches, with all the 
related problems of communication. How was one to understand the relation- 
ship between the various methods dealing with finite dimensional systems-not 
to mention the beginnings of an infinite dimensional system theory as devel- 
oped in Dewilde (1976), Helton (1974), Baras and Brockett (1975), and 
Fuhrmann (1974, 1975, 1976)? 
A lot of the difficulty had to do with the basic objects in each theory. A 
method that emphasized matrices had difficulty in dealing with zeros or 
efficiently relating to input/output invariants. A case in point is the treatment 
of the transmission polynomials in Wonham (1979) where they were defined 
as invariant factors of some induced map. Similarly, conditions on reachability 
and observability of coupled systems were not easy to describe by state space 
methods, but rather natural and elementary using coprime factorizations; see 
Callier and Nahum (1975) and Fuhrmann (1975). By and large, the state space 
was an excellent setting for problem formulation, and good computational 
packages were easily available. Understanding, illumination, and the genera- 
tion of problem solutions were often easier in the frequency domain. More- 
over, polynomial based proofs were often, though not always, more compact. 
Having been in the lucky position of having a background in operator 
theory, for which I gratefully acknowledge my debt to my teachers S. Foguel, 
B. Sz.-Nagy, and E. R. Larch, and also an interest and some experience in 
infinite dimensional system theory, I put forward, in Fuhrmann (1976b), 
polynomial models as a tool to bridge the various theories. 
Since polynomial models were directly based on ideas in the Sz.- 
Nagy-Foias theory of contractions, the Lax-Phillips (1967) approach to scat- 
tering theory, and Helson (1964), which was motivated by work in prediction 
theory, there was no problem in bridging the gap to infinite dimensional 
realization theory; see Fuhrmann (1981a). Possibly the greatest advantage was 
the fact that polynomial models turned out to be the correct intermediate level 
of abstraction between Kalman’s module theoretic approach and Rosenbrock’s 
polynomial system matrices. In fact the introduction and use of polynomial 
models, in Fuhrmann (1976b), clarified the relation between the Rosenbrock 
system equivalence and the state space isomorphism. The idea here was to 
associate with each polynomial system matrix the shijl realization, a polyno- 
mial model based realization. Polynomial model realization theory was also 
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able to relate frequency domain methods to geometric ones. In this connec- 
tion we mention Emre and Hautus (1980) Fuhrmann and Willems (1980) and 
Khargonekar and Ozguler (1984). 
An even more ambitious attempt to use polynomial methods is their 
application to Hankel norm approximation problems and to balancing and 
model reduction. Much of this is work in progress, but I will cite Fuhrmann 
(1990) and Fuhrmann and Ober (1991). 
3. MODELS 
The functional models we will discuss, namely the polynomial and rational 
models, are a systematization of the procedures of modular arithmetic that 
covers the multivariable case too. The functional approach to the study of 
linear transformations is based on shift operators. Shift operators are typically 
infinite dimensional objects. It is this property that is the key to their universal 
modeling property. Underlying the use of the shift operators is the tradeoff 
between the complexity of an operator and that of the geometry of the space 
where the shift operator acts. 
To fix notation, let a finite dimensional vector space V over the field F be 
given. Without loss of generality we will identify it with Fm. We will use the 
following notation. F[ z] will denote the ring of polynomials over F, F(z) the 
field of rational functions, and I?[[ Z- ‘I] th e ring of formal power series in a- ’ 
with coefficients in F, i.e., if f~F[[z-‘I] then f(z) = CyL _-fjzj. 
By z-‘F[[ z- ‘I] we denote the subspace of F[[ .z- ‘I] consisting of all power 
series with vanishing constant term, and by F((z-I)) we denote the field of 
truncated Laurent series, namely, of series of the form 
n(h) 
h( 2) = c hjd with n(h) EZ. 
j=-co 
An element h E F(( z-l)) . 1s called rational if there exists a nonzero polynomial 
9 such that gh E F[ z]. Thus every rational function has a representation of the 
form h = p/q with p and 9 polynomials. 
In much the same way, we can introduce the corresponding vectorial 
spaces, F”(( z-l)), Fm[ z], and Fm[[ z- ‘I]. We note that Fm[ x] is an R[z]-sub- 
module of F”(( z- ‘)). and, as F[ z]-modules, we have the following short exact 
sequence of module homomorphism: 
O+Fm[z] ~F”((z-‘))~F”((z-‘))/F”[z] +O 
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with j the embedding of F”‘[ z] into F”‘(( z- ‘)) and x the canonical projection 
onto the quotient module. 
Elements of F”‘(( z- ‘))/F”‘[ ] .z are equivalence classes, and two elements 
are in the same equivalence class if an only if they differ in their polynomial 
terms only. Thus a natural choice of element in each equivalence class is the 
one element whose polynomial terms are all zero. This leads to the identifica- 
tion of ,I”(( z-‘))/F”‘[ z] with z-~F”‘[[ z- ‘I]. With this identification we 
denote by ?r_ the canonical projection, i.e. 
?_ 2 fjz’ = -&j. 
j= -ca j = 0 
Since Ker s_ = F”‘[ z] and Im ?r_= zmlF”‘[[ z- ‘I], we have a direct sum 
decomposition, over R, 
P( (z-l)) = ,‘I’[ z] @ flF”‘[ [ z-‘I] . 
We will denote by ?r+ the complementary projection on F”‘[z], i.e. 
7r+= 1 - ?r_, 
or equivalently 
7F+ Cfjd = c fjZj. 
j j20 
At this point we will introduce a special operator, namely the shz$t operator 
S defined by 
(Sf)(.z) = zf(z) for f~F”‘((z-‘)). 
Clearly S is a linear map that is invertible, and S-if = z-‘J The name 
derives from the representation of the map in terms of the sequence of 
coefficients. Indeed, if f(z) = X& zj and we make the correspondence 
where the underlined term is the coefficient of a’. then 
SW - ( . . . . fiJo7f-lJ-2,...). 
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Since F”‘[ z] is a submodule, relative to F”‘““[z], then in particular 
SF”‘[z] C F”‘[z], i.e., it is an S-invariant subspace. Therefore we can define 
the restriction of S to F”‘[z] and denote it by S,, that is, 
S+= S ) F”‘[ z] . 
Similarly, S induces an F-linear map in Z- ‘F”‘[[ z- ‘I] defined by 
S-h = n_zh for hEzP’F”’ [PI] 
We note that S, is injective but not surjective, whereas S_ is surjective but 
not injective. 
The map S_ has many eigenfunctions. In fact, each Q in F is an 
eigenvalue of S_, with the eigenfunctions given by 
u(z) = (z - cx)-‘[, {EF”‘. 
In the same way one can show the existence of generalized eigenfunctions of 
arbitrary order. Contrary to this richness of eigenfunctions, the shift S, does 
not have any eigenfunctions. The previous theorem indicates that the spectral 
structure of the shift S_, with finite multiplicity, is rich enough to model all 
finite dimensional linear transformations, up to similarity transformations. 
Another way to understand this is to consider, given a linear transformation 
A in F”‘, the map \k: F”‘+ z-~F”‘[[z-~]] defined by \kx = C~iAi-‘r/zi. 
Clearly, *Ax = CL i A’x / .zi. Thus we are led to the commutative diagram 
v 2 Mcz-‘v[[z-‘I] 
A 1 1 s_ 
V y_, M c s&V[[ z&]] 
The map ik is injective, and its image is an S-invariant subspace of 
Z - ‘Fm[[ z-‘I], i.e. an F[ z]-submodule. 
This construction, originally in a Hilbert space setting, is due to Rota 
(1960). 
THEOREM 3.1 (Rota). Let A be a linear transformation in the finite 
dimensional vectqy space F”” over F. Then A is isomorphic to S_ restricted to a 
finite dimensional S--invariant subspace of z- ‘F”‘[[ z-l]]. 
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Proof. Define the set L by L = {(zZ - A)-‘E ( ~EF”‘}. Since 
( zz 
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_ A)-‘[ = 5 AjtZ-(j+i), 
j=l 
L is a subspace of a- iF”‘[[ z-i]]. Moreover, since 
S_( ZZ - A)-+ = ,_,( ZZ - A)-it 
= ?r_(zZ-A+A)(LZ-A)-~[ = (ZZ-A)_‘A~ 
is in L, it is clearly S--invariant. Finally, if 4 : F” -+ L is defined by ti,$ = 
(zZ - A)-‘6 then 4 is injective and 4A = S-4, so A is isomorphic to S_ ] L 
with L = Im 4. n 
As the action of the shift S_ is rather simple, the complexity of the original 
transformation has been encoded in the geometry of the submodule Im 9 = M 
c z- ‘F”[[ z-‘I]. This construction, in spite of its attractiveness, would remain 
anecdotal unless we had a convenient parametrization of all finite dimensional 
S--invariant subspaces of z-‘F*[[ z-l]]. Luckily, this can be done, and we will 
return to it later. Incidentally the same problem occurs in the infinite 
dimensional case. Rota’s construction could be generalized. However, so far it 
has found application only in Hilbert spaces. This is because, in the H2 
representation, shift invariant subspaces are parametrized via Beurling’s theo- 
rem. 
Considerations of duality suggest that, rather than use the restriction of S_ 
to submodules as models for finite dimensional linear transformations, we can 
use compressions of S, to quotient modules of F”[ z]. A compression of S, is 
the map induced by S, in a quotient module. This result, dual to Rota’s 
theorem, we proceed to show directly. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a linear transfonnation in the finite dimensional 
vector space F”’ over the field F. Then A is isomorphic to the map induced by 
S, in a quotient module of Fm[ z]. 
Proof. Define a map + : F”‘[ z] + Fm by 
n ” 
cp c Vjd = c A’Vj. 
j=O j=O 
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Then clearly * is surjective and satisfies 
9S+= Aa. 
If an F[ z]-module structure is defined on Fm by 
p-u = p(A)u for p~F[z], 
then + is actually a surjective module homomorphism. Thus we have the 
F[ z]-module isomorphism 
F”’ = F”‘[ z] /Ker +,, 
and we are done. n 
It is of interest to obtain an explicit description of Ker 9. We will show 
that Ker Cp = ( .zI - A) F”[ z]. To this end let LJ E ( ZI - A)F”‘[ a]; then 
so 
a’(u) = I$,Aj+l~j - 5 AjAwj = 0. 
j=o 
Conversely, let u E Ker 9; then if u(z) = Cjn_oujzj, we have Cj”=, Ajuj = 0. 
This implies that 
But 
(dz - Aj) = czl _ A)(zj-Il+ zj-2A + . . . +Aj-I) 
and so u(z) = (zI - A)w(z). 
The moral of this is that in the quotient module F,‘[ z]/Ker @ the submod- 
ule Ker ip has a nice representation, namely Ker @ = (.zI - A)F”[ z], and 
moreover the compression of the shift to the corresponding quotient module is 
isomorphic to A. 
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Clearly, given any submodule M of Fm[ .z] for which Fm[ z]/M is, as an 
F-linear space, finite dimensional, then the map induced by S, is a finite 
dimensional linear transformation. The previous two theorems strongly sug- 
gest the study of the lattice of submodules of both Fm[z] and z-‘Fm[[z-I]]. 
Moreover, we need to identify those submodules that lead to modeling by 
finite dimensional linear transformations. 
The key fact is that any submodule M of F*[ z] has a representation of the 
form M = DFm[z] for some polynomial matrix D. Moreover, the quotient 
module F”[ z]/M is finite dimensional as a linear space if and only if D is 
nonsingular. 
For a nonsingular m x m polynomial matrix D we define the map ?~n by 
rof = D?r_D-’ f for f,Fm[z]. 
Then ho is a projection in Fm[ z], and Ker do = DF*[ z 1. We introduce now 
an F[z]-module structure in Xo = Im ?~o by letting 
P *f= %( Pf) 
for all p in F[z] and all f in Fm[z]. With the previously defined module 
structure, X, is isomorphic to Fm[ z]/DF”[ z]. 
In X, we will focus on a special map S, which corresponds to the action 
of the identity polynomial Z, i.e., 
%Lf = XL4 for BED. 
Thus the module structure in X, is identical to the module structure induced 
by S, through p * f = p( S,) f. With this definition the study of So is identical 
to the study of the module structure of X,. In particular the invariant 
subspaces of S, are just the submodules of X,. X, with this module 
structure is called a polynomial model. 
In an analogous way the characterization of finite dimensional S--invariant 
subspaces of z- ‘F”[[ z- ‘I] can be approached. As in the previous case, the 
parametrization proceeds via nonsingular polynomial matrices. We define a 
projection rD in z-‘F*[[ z-‘I] by 
?rDh = ?r_D-‘?r,Dh for hea-‘F”‘[[ z-l]] 
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and let X D = Im ?r D. Then X D is a submodule of z- ‘Fm[[ z-i]] with the 
module structure induced by 
SDh = s-h, hEXD. 
X” with this module structure is called a rational model. Actually it is the 
rational models that provide the best link between the finite and infinite 
dimensional theories; see Fuhrmann (1990). 
The two models X, and XD associated with the polynomial D are 
isomorphic; the isomorphism is given by the map pD : XD + X, defined by 
pDh = Dh for h E XD, i.e., we have p,S D = SDpD. As in the case of submod- 
ules of F”[z], the key fact is that a subspace M of zPIF”[[z-‘I] is finite 
dimensional and S--invariant if and only if M = X D for some nonsingular 
polynomial matrix D. 
The following theorem is a characterization of F[z]-module homomor- 
phisms between polynomial models. This theorem, proved in Fuhrmann 
(1976b), is the algebraic version of the celebrated cornmutant lifting theorem 
due to Sarason (1967) and Sz.-Nagy and Foias (1970). In this connection 
Nikolskii (1986) is a convenient reference. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let D E Fmx”[ z] and D, E F ml x “I[ z] be nonsingular poly- 
nomial matrices. Then Z : X, + X,, is an F[ z]-homomorphism, i.e. ZS, = 
S,,Z, if and only if there exist M and N in F”‘lx”‘[ z] such that 
ND= D,M 
and 
Zf = TD,N!. 
We outline next the invertibility properties of these homomorphisms. We 
do this through the characterization of the kernel and image of the map Z 
defined in the previous theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. LetZ :X,-+X,, be the module homomorphism defined in 
Theorem 3.3. Then: 
(1) Ker Z = EX,, where D = EG and G is a g.c.r.d. of D and N. 
(2) Im Z = E,X,], where D, = E,G, and E, is a g.c.1.d. of D, and M. 
(3) Z is surjective if and only if N and D, are left coprime. 
(4) Z is injectiue if and only if D and M are right coprime. 
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It is worthwhile pointing out the special case of a homomorphism in X,. 
This is given by a map of the form p( SC,), and this map is invertible if and only 
if p and 4 are coprime. In turn this is equivalent to the solvability of the 
Bezout equation ap + bq = 1. In fact, when this equation is solvable we get, 
by the fact that q( SC,) = 0, that a( SI,) p(S,,) = I, and therefore the inverse of 
p(S,) is a(%,). 
This simple observation is the key to the understanding of many results on 
the inversion of Hankel and Toeplitz matrices. In conjunction with the 
Euclidean algorithm it leads also to a variety of results on recursive algorithms. 
4. COPRIMENESS 
There are few instances in mathematics where historical continuity is as 
clearly marked as in the case of coprimeness and the related Bezout equation. 
Interest in prime numbers and in coprimeness dates back to the mathemat- 
ics of antiquity, in particular to Greek mathematics. This led to the Euclidean 
algorithm for the computation of the greatest common divisor of a pair of 
integers. 
In the fabric of system theory the presence of the notion of coprimeness, 
the Euclidean algorithm, and the related Bezout equation are all pervasive. 
They relate to the geometry of invariant subspaces, spectral problems and 
inversion of operators, stability criteria, canonical forms, controllability crite- 
ria, continued fraction expansions, and recursive algorithms-and this is but a 
partial list. 
Now the notion of coprimeness has several different ways in which it can 
be interpreted. I will refer to these, for short, as the arithmetic, geometric, and 
spectral interpretations. We can see these three different aspects in the 
following theorem. From simplicity we will focus on the case of scalar 
polynomials. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 9, p E F[z] with deg p < deg 9. Then p and q are 
coprime if and only if any of the following equivalent conditions holds: 
(1) There exist a, b E F[ z] which solve the Bezout equation 
a(z)p(z) + b(Z)s(z) = 1. 
(2) We have the direct sum decomposition 
x,, = PXy @ 4xp. 
(3) -The map p( Sy) is invertible. 
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This simple theorem has far-reaching generalizations. Within the theory of 
polynomial models it generalizes to cover the polynomial matrix case; see 
Theorem 3.4 and Fuhrmann (197613). The equivalence of (1) and (3) in the 
operator theoretic context is covered in Fuhrmann (1968a, b, 1981). This 
work is based on Carleson (1962). The equivalence of (1) and (2) stems from 
work on Hankel operator ranges; see Fuhrmann (1975). 
Rather than go into the proof of this theorem, which is quite easy, I will try 
to outline here the connection of all three conditions to a classical object, the 
Sylvester resultant. The resultant, Res(9, p), of two polynomials is defined by 
Res( P, 9) = 
PO 
90 
P,*- 1 
PO 
9n-1 
90 
PI 
9,r 
91 
P,, 
9n 
I 
Now it is well known that a test for coprimeness is given by the nonsingu- 
larity of Res(9, p). This may best be seen through the previous three condi- 
tions. Indeed, if a(z)p(z) + 42)9(z) = 1 1s solvable, then so is u(.z)p(z) + 
&2)9(z) = f(Z) f or every polynomial r such that deg r < deg qp. This solu- 
tion is unique if we require deg (I < deg 9 and deg b < deg p. This implies 
the nonsingularity of the coefficient matrix. The converse is immediate. 
The equivalance of the nonsingularity of the resultant to the invertibility of 
p(S,,) is less obvious. 
By the equivalence of (1) and (3), it follows that the coprimeness condition 
is equivalent to the invertibility of [ p(S,,)]$, the matrix representation of 
p(S,,) with respect to an arbitrary pair of bases B, and B, in X,,. Now we 
introduce the following two bases of Xy: the standard basis B,, = 
{l, Z,. . . , z n-1> and the control basis given by B,, = {e,, . . . , e,), where 
ei( z) = 7r+zei9 = 9i + yi+iz + **. +.znei, i= l,...,n. 
These bases turn out to be important in the study of Bezoutians. 
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It is constructive to compute the matrix representations of S, with respect 
to the two bases. These are simple computations that lead to 
c; = [s,]; = 
and 
0 . . . 0 -90 
1 . . . 0 -91 
. * 
i . -9n-1 
0 1 
0 0 . 1 
-90 -91 .** -9n-I i. 
i.e., we get the companion matrices in their sharp and flat forms (Kalman 
terminology). These computations indicate an underlying duality. Such a 
duality theory has been developed in the polynomial model context; see 
Fuhrmann (1981b, 1983, 1984). With respect to a natural bilinear form in X, 
the standard and control basis turn out to be dual to each other. This has 
implications for the study of classical quadratic forms, namely the Bezoutian 
and Hankel forms, to be introduced next. 
The Bezoutian is a well-studied quadratic form associated with two polyno- 
mials. It has many applications in root location, coprimeness characterization, 
the Gauchy index, characterization of output feedback invariants, etc. A 
comprehensive exposition and further references can be found in Krein and 
Naimark (1936) and Helmke and Fuhrmann (1989). 
Given polynomials p(z), 9(z) with real coefficients, 9(z) manic of degree 
n, and p of degree < n, the Bezoutian B(9, p) of 9 and p is defined as 
q9, P)(W) = 9(++4 - d49(4 
Z-W 
B is a symmetric matrix. 
The following theorem is central for the understanding of Bezoutians, 
inasmuch as it reduces its study to that of a basis free object, namely a module 
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homomorphism of which the Bezoutian is just a matrix representation. Proofs 
can be found in Fuhrmann (198la) and Helmke and Fuhrmann (1989). 
THEOREM 4.2. 
(1) The standard basis and the control basis are a dual pair of bases for X,, 
z.e., 
B,* = B,, 
(2) p(S,) is a self-adjoint operator in the indefinite metric ( , ), i.e., 
P( s,)* = P(S,I). 
(3) The Bezoutian is the matrix representation of the self-adjoint operator 
p(S,) with respect to the dual pair of bases, the standard and the control, i.e., 
B(G P) = [ P($,)];~. 
For a polynomial a of degree n we define the reverse polynomial an by 
afl( z) = a( z- ‘) zn. From the definition of the Bezoutian we get, with the shift 
matrix S defined by 
s= 
I 
0 1 * 
0 * 1 
0 * * 
0 . . 
0 * * 
0 . . 
and the n x n transposition matrix J by 
I= 
. . 0 
. . 0 
. . 0 
1 0 
. . 1 
. . 0 
. 1 
1 0 
* 0 
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the following representation formulas of Kravitsky (1980) and Ptik (1984): 
q9, P) = [ P(5)9’t(S) - 9(qPyq]J 
=J[ P(S)9@(s”) - 9(qPyS”)] 
= -J[ ?+(5)9(s) - 9yq4q 
= -[ P”(S)9(s”) - 9yqP(q]J. 
These formulae are equivalent in turn to the Gohberg-Semencul (1972) 
formulas. 
Writing the resultant in the form of a 2 x 2 block matrix 
Res( P, 9) = 
P(S) P”(s”) 
i ! 
9(s) 9l(3) 
leads to the following relation of Kravitsky 
cs( P, 9) 
0 R( P, 9) 
-R(P*~) 0 ’ 
! 
in particular Jdet Res( p, 9) ) = (deg B( p, 9) 1 follows. 
The Bezoutian is closely related to the Hankel form. Let g = p/9 = 
Cz r gi / zi be given. We assume p and 9 to be coprime and deg 9 = n. The 
Hankel matrix is 
To understand the connection with the Bezoutian we introduce the Hankel 
operator. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let g = p/q be a strictly proper rational function. The 
Hunkel operator Hg : F[ x] + z- ‘F[[ z- ‘I] induced by g is defined by 
Hgf= a-d for f~F[z]. 
The Hankel operator H, is not invertible; it has a kernel given by 
Ker Hz = qF[z] and an image given by Im H, = X4. However, the induced 
map H : X, + X q defined by 
Ef= Hnf for feX, 
is invertible. 
The relation of the map a to the intertwining map p(S,) is given by the 
following. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let the map p, : Xy * X, be defined by pqh = qh, and let 
i? be defined as above. Then the following diagram is commutative: 
Thus it becomes clear that 
invertibility of p(S,), which in 
Bezout equation up + bq = 1. 
the invertibility of H is equivalent to the 
turn is equivalent to the solvability of the 
From the previous diagram we obtain a result of Lander (1974) character- 
izing the inverse of finite, nonsingular Hankel matrices as Bezoutians. We will 
consider minimal rational extensions of the sequence g,, . . . , g,, _ 1, i.e. 
strictly proper rational functions of the form 
PC4 O3 g(z) = - = 
q( g pz-‘, 
with p and q coprime and q of minimal degree. 
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THEOREM 4.4 (Lander). Let H be the Hankel matrix 
which is assumed to be nonsingular. Let g = p/q be any minimal rational 
extension of the sequence g,, . . . , gzn_, with p and q coprime. Let a be the 
unique polynomial of degree < n satisfying the Bezout equation ap + bq = 1. 
Then we have 
HA’= B(q,a). 
Much more can be said about this circle of ideas, but we cut the discussion 
short and refer to Helmke and Fuhrmann (1989) for more details and further 
references. 
We will end this section by pointing out another important aspect of the 
Bezout equation. Though the Bezout equation considered here is taken over 
the ring of stable rational functions, we will indicate the polynomial algebra 
leading to its solution. To be specific, the problem we will discuss is related to 
the robust stabilization of linear systems. 
Given the standard dynamic feedback structure 
the problem is to design a controller k such that the closed loop transfer 
function, namely g/(1 - kg), is stable. 
This problem is easily reduced to the solution of a Bezout equation over 
the ring of stable rational functions. Indeed, suppose that g = N/M with N 
and M proper, stable rational functions which are coprime over the ring of 
stable rational functions. This is equivalent to the solvability of the Bezout 
equation 
VM- UN=l. 
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Setting k = U/V, we get 
g NIM NV - = 
1 - kg 1 - UN/VM = VM-UN 
= NV. 
Clearly NV is stable. Obviously the solutions to a Bezout equation are highly 
nonunique, but one can easily parameterize the set of all solutions by means of 
a fractonal linear transformation. This leads in turn to the celebrated Youlu 
parumeterization of all possible stabilizing controllers; see Youla (1976) 
Desoer et al. (1980), Francis (1987), and Vidjasagar (1985). 
I will outline here how the rational Bezout equation can be reduced to a 
polynomial problem. 
Given the strictly proper rational function g with the polynomial coprime 
factorization n Id, this can be rewritten as (n /r)/( d /r), where r is an 
arbitrary stable polynomial of degree equal to the degree of d. We want to 
solve the Bezout equation 
n d 
--x+--y=l. 
r r 
We put x = a/s and y = b/s with s stable and deg s = deg r = deg d = v, 
deg n < v - 1. Without loss of generality we can assume that d, r, and s are 
manic. So the Bezout equation is equivalent to the polynomial equation 
na + db = rs. 
Now 
rs = (d + r - d)(d + s - d) 
= d2 -t d(s - d) + d(r - d) + (r - d)(s - d). 
Since deg (r - d)( s - d) < v - 2, the equation nu,, + db, = (r - d)(s - d) 
is uniquely solvable with deg u0 ,< v - 1 and deg b, 6 v - 2. On the other 
hand, the following three equations are easily solvable: 
d2, 
na + db = d(s - d), (1) 
d(r - d). 
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This leads to a solution of the rational Bezout equation with x strictly proper 
and y proper. 
The arbitrariness in the choice of solution to the Bezout equation can be 
removed if we make some canonical choices. This is related to Hankel norm 
approximation problems. To understand the role of the Bezout equation in this 
context we start with a strictly proper, antistable transfer function g = n/d, 
with n, d coprime polynomials. This is the setting in Fuhrmann (1990) where 
the full details can be found. 
The singular-value-singular-vector equations for the Hankel operator Held, 
as a map from Hf to Hf, are given by 
npi = hid*pT + dni, 
i.e., we have to compute the signed singular values and polynomials pi and 7ri, 
of degree deg d, satisfying that equation. This equation can be rewritten as 
which looks like a Bezout equation. By our assumption on the antistability of 
d, both e/d* and d/d* are proper and stable. The other two functions are 
both proper and will be stable if p* is. AAK theory guarantees this for i = n. 
This leads immediately to the stabilizing controller p, /*,,. The controller 
constructed in this fashion has certain robustness properties. In this connec- 
tion see Glover (1986). 
The reinterpretation of the polynomial singular-value-singular-vector 
equation as a Bezout equation is typical of many results in Fuhrmann (1990). 
Other examples are the proof of Nehari’s theorem and the interpretation of 
certain polynomial identities as orthogonality relations. This brings to my mind 
the picture of the two theories, polynomial models and H 2-invariant subspace 
theory, as two sheets of a Riemann surface. The sheets are glued together at 
some branch points, and it is at those points that we have a convenient 
staircase that joins the two. 
In case the transfer function g = e/d is arbitrary, we proceed differently, 
following Glover and McFarlane (1988), by way of the normalized coprime 
factor approach. We write g = N/M with N = e/t and M = d/t. The 
polynomial t is chosen as the stable polynomial spectral factor of the spectral 
factorization 
ee* + dd* = tt*. 
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Let V, V be the solution of the Bezout equation MV - NV = 1 over the ring 
of stable rational functions, which has the extra property that R* = M*V + 
N*V is antistable. The associated stabilizing controller, i.e. VV-‘, will be 
called the Riccati controller. Next we consider the two Hankel operators 
H n’ and H +* . 
( 1 M* 
It is an important observation that these two Hankel operators share the 
same singular vectors, though the singular values are different. This allows the 
study of the Hankel operator with a vector symbol to be reduced to that of one 
with a scalar symbol. 
The polynomial representation of the singular-value-singular-vector equa- 
tions is 
r * pi = X,tp* + t*7ri, 
with Xi = ~ipi, and oi = pi / JX, 
- c$$) + dfi&f) = u,t*p,. 
By AAK theory the polynomial p, is stable, and so, from the previous 
equations, we get the Bezout equation 
7p 7ry -- 
: (1 - af)pl + f (1 - +, = l. 
This solution of the Bezout equation provides a stabilizing compensator for 
the system. This compensator is optimally robust with respect to coprime 
factor uncertainty. In this connection see Glover and McFarlane (1988) and 
Georgiou and Smith (1990). 
5. INTERPOLATION 
Problems of interpolation represent a radical departure. They are of the 
inverse problem type. Rather than computing values of a given function, they 
deal with the problem of computing a function given some data about it. The 
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simplest interpolation problems are concerned with the simplest type of 
functions, namely polynomials. This led to the early classical interpolation 
results associated with the names of Newton and Lagrange; see van der 
Waerden (1931). Newton’s approach is recursive, a topic to which we shall 
return later, and hence very modern in its point of view. The Lagrange 
approach on the other hand provides closed form solutions. 
Let us review briefly Lagrange interpolation from our point of view. Let us 
assume that the polynomial 9 has n simple roots. Thus 
and Xi z Xj. The eigenfunctions of S, are easily computed to be pi(z) = 
q(z)/(z-cri). Clearly (pi(z)=9(z)/(z-XJJi= l,...,n} is a set of 72 
linearly independent functions in X, and hence constitutes a basis. We call 
this the spectral basis and denote it by BSP. Obviously 
9(4 
Pi(') = z = JIi(' - 'j)* 
Next we introduce the interpolation basis Bi, in X,. Let ?ri, . . . , r,, EX, be 
defined by the requirement 
5Ti( Aj) = A,,, i,j= l,..., n. 
A simple calculation leads to 
Pi( z, 
q(z) = -. 
Pi(b) 
Thus Bi, = { rl,. . . , r,J. With respect to the duality we mentioned in con- 
nection to the standard and control bases, the spectral and interpolation bases 
are also dual to each other. 
The usage of the term interpolation is justified by the fact that f(z) = 
C~=~C~?T~(Z) is the unique polynomial solution, of degree < n - 1, of the 
Lagrange interpolation problem 
f( &) = tit i= l,...,n. 
An extra reason for adopting this point of view is the fact that it puts 
interpolation within the same conceptual framework as some recent work on 
completeness of eigenfunction expansions in the Hilbert space context. For 
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some of these connections we refer to Nikolskii and Pavlov (1970) and 
Fuhrmann (1981). 
Another result from antiquity is the Chinese remainder theorem. This 
result has numerous and diverse applications in number theory, signal process- 
ing, coding theory, and control. It can be interpreted as an interpolation 
result, namely Cauchy interpolation (see Donoghue, 1974), which we are 
looking for a polynomial of degree < n = CfElvi which interpolates at the 
points hi, . . . , Xk the value of a function and its first vi - 1 derivatives. This 
result, in the polynomial context, can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Chinese remainder theorem). Let 9i~ F[.zs] be pairwise 
coprime polynomials and let 9 = 9, - * . 9,. Then given polynomials ai such that 
deg ai < deg 9i, there exists a unique polynomial f such that deg f < deg 9 and 
f = ai mod 9i. 
Proof. Let us define dj = IIi+-j9i. Then the pairwise coprimeness of the 
yi implies the direct sum decomposition 
X,, = 2 djxq,. 
j=l 
This condition deg f < deg 9 is equivalent to f E X,. Let f = C;= ,djfj with 
fjeXq,. Since, for i # j, 9i 1 dj, it follows that in this case 7r,,djfj = 0. Hence 
ry, f = rq, f) djfj = 
j=l 
nq,difi = di( Sq,)ri. 
Now the module homomorphism di( SJ in X,, is actually an isomorphism, 
by the coprimeness of di and 9i. Hence there exists a unique ai in X,, such 
that ai = di(S,,)fi and fi = di(SJ ‘ai. So f = CJEIdjdi(S,,)-‘ai is the re- 
quire polynomial. The uniqueness of f, under the condition VEX,, follows 
from the fact that is a direct sum representation. This completes the proof. n 
The interesting observation is the dual way in which coprimeness enters 
the proof. We use it in both its geometric and its spectral manifestations. The 
geometric one leads to the direct sum decomposition, and the spectral one to 
the solvability for the “coefficients” fj. This theorem has a multivariable or 
matrix version proved in Fuhrmann (1983). 
Given nonsingular nz x m polynomial matrices Qi, i = 1, . . . , s, we say 
that the Qi are mutually left coprime if for each i, Qi is left coprime with the 
least common right multiple, unique up to a right unimodular factor, of all Qj, 
j z i. Mutual right coprimeness is defined analogously. 
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Note that in the matrix case mutual left coprimeness is a stronger condi- 
tion than pairwise left coprimeness. 
THEOREM 5.2. 
(1) Let QiEF erxr”[zJ, i = 1,. . . , s, be nonsingular and mutually left co- 
prime, and let Q be their l.c. r.m. Then, given A, E F”lx”[ z], i = 1, . . , , s, such 
that Q; ‘Ai is strictly proper, there exist polynomial matrices A and Bi in 
F”‘X”[ z] such that 
A = Ai + Q,B,, i = 1,. . . , s. 
A is uniquely determined if we require Q-IA to be strictly proper. 
(2) Let Qi EF”‘~“‘[z], i = 1,. . . , s, be nonsingular and mutually right 
coprime, and let Q be their 1.c.l.m. Then, given Ai E F”x”‘[~], i = 1, . . . , s, 
such that A,Q;’ is strictly proper, there exist polynomial matrices A and 
Bi E F”‘x”[ z] such that 
A = Ai + B,Q,, i = 1,. . . , s. 
A is uniquely determined tf we require AQ- ’ to be strictly proper. 
This version of the Chinese remainder theorem is relevant to what is 
currently called directional interpolation and is of importance in the area of 
controller design. 
Note that these examples are but the most elementary problems in 
interpolation. This is an extremely rich area, and I will try to indicate, in the 
briefest possible way, some extensions. The most natural variation on the 
problem is to replace polynomials by rational functions. This assumption 
makes it natural to bring in the point 00 as a regular data point. The condition 
on the minimal degree of the interpolant is replaced by requiring minimal 
McMillan degree of the rational interpolant. 
That this is a completely new ball game is evident by noting that the 
rational interpolation problem with data at 00 reduces to the partial realization 
problem introduced and studied by Kalman in Kalman, Falb, and Arbib 
(1969); see also Gragg and Lindquist (1983). For the modern work on rational 
interpolation we refer to Antoulas (1988), Antoulas and Anderson (1986), and 
Antoulas et al. (1990). 
Now a completely different point of view to interpolation problems was 
taken by Gauss (1809). Gauss, a practicing astronomer, was faced with fitting 
smooth curves to large numbers of observed data. He moved the emphasis 
away from exact fitting to optimal fitting, i.e. minimizing some error criterion. 
He used least squares fitting, within a prescribed set of functions. This was 
nothing short of revolutionary, and most of modern approximation theory 
stems from this. 
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Of course, an L’ norm was but one possible choice out of many, and it was 
not necessarily the best for all applications. Some of the most profound work 
in this area, namely minimum norm interpolation or extension problems, so 
totally functional analytic in character, predate the publication of Banach 
(1932). We refer here to Schur’s (1917, 1918) work on minimal HOD-norm 
extension of polynomials and its generalization to the Nevanlinna-Pick interpo- 
lation problem. It is interesting that Schur was not satisfied with one ap- 
proach, and he used both quadratic forms and the celebrated recursive Schur 
algorithm. 
Probably the most important single recent contribution to the subject was 
Sarason (1967). This put interpolation square and firm at the center of 
operator theory. The immediate extension was the commutant lifting theorem. 
In a closely related research direction, but with emphasis on Hankel 
operators, Adamjan, Arov, and Krein (1968a, b, 1971, 1978), in a series of 
important papers, took off from classical minimum norm approximation prob- 
lems and developed the general Hankel norm approximation theory. This was 
an alternative approach to that based on the commutant lifting theorem. On 
the relation of the two approaches one can consult Nikolskii’s treatise (1986). 
This body of work was brought into early contact with system theory by 
Dewilde, Helton, and Kung. It forms now one of the central tools in the field 
commonly referred to as H” control. It is impossible to do justice to all the 
work in this area in this short paper. But one must mention the following 
important contributions: Glover (1984), Ball and Cohen (1987) Foias, Tannen- 
baum, and Zames (1986, 1987) and Doyle, Glover, Khargonekar, and Francis 
(1989). 
With the availability of the new methods there also came variations on the 
basic control problems. Thus, where once it was enough to look for an optimal 
or suboptimal solution, now the emphasis changed to include considerations of 
minimizing sensitivity (Zames, 1981) and robustness (Glover and McFarlane 
1988). 
Another problem, closely related to robustness, is that of model reduction. 
It is the functional approach, a setting in which the study of duality is the most 
natural, that provides the clarification of this duality. I will not elaborate on 
this, but refer the reader to Fuhrmann (1990) and Fuhrmann and Ober (1991). 
6. REALIZATION THEORY 
The distinction between theory and application is not always clear. While 
the study of Hankel and Toeplitz operators is considered a bona fide part of 
operator theory, the study of their algebraic counterparts is, within algebra, 
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considered to be too specific to merit inclusion in the general algebraic theory. 
One can speculate therefore on the extent of the impact of the development of 
system theory is going to have on mathematics in general and particularly on 
linear algebra. In my opinion there is one part of linear system theory, namely 
realization theory, that-by its naturality, elegance, and simplicity as well by 
its ability to shed light on seemingly different results-will be included in the 
core of liner algebra. In fact the notions of controllability and observability, 
introduced by Kalman, fill a gap which the notion of cyclicity leaves open. 
Also, they have such a strong intuitive appeal that it will be rather perverse not 
to use them and search instead for sterile, but “pure,” substitute terms. 
In this section I will try to outline the case for realization theory. Right at 
the beginning I would like to make clear that realization theory is not confined 
to linear algebra and rational functions. I have already mentioned its affinity to 
scattering theory. Another field to which it is very closely related conceptually 
is that of moment problems; see Akhiezer (1965). A variety of results from the 
theory of moments have system theoretic interpretations. Not surprisingly, 
Hankel and Toeplitz forms, orthogonal polynomials, and parametrization by 
fractional linear transformations are common to both theories. However, it is 
in the finite dimensional context that I will discuss it. 
We are all familiar with the role of polynomials in the structure theory of 
linear transformations. The simplest inverse problem relating to polynomials is 
that of finding a linear transformation with prescribed characteristic polynomi- 
als. This is classically solved by considering the associated companion matrix. 
Realization theory is the analogous problem, but with proper, rational func- 
tions as the starting point. Specifically it is concerned with representations of 
rational functions in the form 
g(z) = C( ZZ - A)-lB + D. 
This representation is shorthand for the dynamic equations 
x n+1 = Ax, + Bu,, 
y,, = Cx, - Du Ia’ 
Realizations are never unique. However, they are unique up to isomor- 
phism if the system is both reachable and observable. Here we take these 
terms to mean that rank( B, AB, . . . , A”-‘B) = n and flyLai Ker CA’ = {0}, 
respectively. This is the celebrated Kalman state space isomorphism theorem. 
Kalman’s approach to realization theory was abstract and depended on 
identifying a realization with a factorization of the module homomorphism 
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given by the restricted input-output map, i.e. by the Hankel map H,, through 
a finitely generated torsion module. The simplest such factorizations are 
F”‘[ z] 
HC , 
L r;‘F”‘[-‘ll 
F”[ z]/Ker H, 
and 
F”‘[ z] H, z-‘F”[ [ -‘]I 
L 7 
Im Hc 
The representation theorems for submodules of F”[ z] and Z- ‘FP[[- ‘I] 
enable use to make this construction more concrete, and to relate it to 
coprime factorizations and to polynomial system matrices. So we proceed to 
outline the use of polynomial models in the solution of the realization prob- 
lem. We adopt here the multivariable setting. We start from a rather general 
representation of rational functions that is a symmetrized version of matrix 
fractions. 
Thus we will assume the transfer function of a system is given by 
G= VT-‘Cl+ W 
This representation is more general and covers also coprime factorizations, i.e. 
representations of the form 
Our approach to the analysis of these systems is to associate with each 
representation of the above form a state space realization in the following way. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G = VT-‘V + W be strictly proper. The system given, 
in the stute spuce X,, by 
A = S,, 
Bt = 7r,U.$, 
Cf= (VT-1f)-1 
is (I reulizution of G. This reulization is reachable if and only if T und U are left 
coprime, and observable if and only if T and V are right coprime. 
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The previous realization will be referred to as the shijl realization. I will 
try and explain the intuition behind this realization procedure. 
Assume we are given a p x m rational, strictly proper function G(Z) = 
C*p”_,G_, /Zi. The easiest way to realize G is to take the state space to be 
z -‘F”[[ z-l]]. We define the system (A, B, C) by 
A = S_, 
BC; = G.i, 
Ch = h_,, 
where h(z) = CF= 1 h_i /z i. This can be easily checked to be an observable 
realization. However, it is never reachable. To make it reachable all we have 
to do is to take the state space to be M, the smallest S--invariant subspace 
that contains GE for all t EF”. By the rationality of G the space M is finite 
dimensional. Incidentally, this space is equal to the image of the Hankel 
operator HG. With this modification the previous realization becomes reach- 
able too. 
Now we can use our representation result to write M = X D for some 
nonsingular polynomial matrix D. Of course S_ 1 X D = SD. Now h E X D if 
and only if Dh E XD, and hence, since Gt E X D, we have that DG = N is 
necessarily a polynomial matrix. This leads to the matrix fraction representa- 
tion G = D- ‘N. Coprimeness of N and D follows from the minimality 
assumption on the subspace M. 
Next we use the isomorphism between polynomial and rational models to 
obtain the following commutative diagram: 
Frn 
BI \B, 
PD 
xD-+ x, 
A=SD1 1 SD = A, 
PD 
XD+ x, 
c1 Kc, 
FP 
with Bt = Nt and Cf = (D-‘f) _ 1. Th is is a special case of the shift realiza- 
tion specialized to the representation G = D -‘N. The shift realization for the 
case of a left coprime factorization is obtained from this using the isomorphism 
result of Theorem 3.4 From here to the general shift realization of Theorem 
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6.1 the gap is rather small. This gap was bridged in Fuhrmann (1977), where 
also the relation of Rosenbrock’s strict system equivalence to realization 
theory was clarified. 
Different aspects of a system, given by means of its transfer function, are 
brought out and highlighted through different representations. To each repre- 
sentation, with a suitable choice of basis, corresponds a canonical form. We 
proceed to review some of the possible realizations that might appear. For 
simplicity we restrict ourselves to the scalar case only. 
The first four realizations we consider arise out of the two coprime 
factorizations g = pq-’ = q- *p, by choosing the matrix representations with 
respect to the standard control bases. We assume also = CTZ”=,gi /zi. 
1. Controller realization. We use the representation g = pq-’ and the 
control basis {e,, . . . , e,]: 
A= 
/o 1 . 
1 
-40 -41 -** -4n-1 
C=(Po *** P,-1). 
2. Controllability realization. We use the representation g = pq- ’ and 
the standard basis (1, z,. . . , z”-l}: 
/O 
1 
A= 
1 
0 
B= . , ri 0 
. . . 0 -90 
-41 
1 . -%a-1 
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3. Observability realization. We use the representation g = q- ‘p and 
the control basis: 
1 0 1 \ 
A= 
-90 -91 **. 
g1 
B= : , 
i I in 
c= (1 0 -0. 0). 
4. Observer realization. We use the representation g = q- ‘p and the 
standard basis { 1, z, . . . , zn-‘}: 
A= 
0 . . . 0 -40 
1 -91 
1 . -4n-1 
I PfJ \ 
B= : , 
i I c= (0 . . . Pi- 1 0 1) 
Obviously the four realizations are isomorphic. It is of interest to relate 
them to each other. In fact, the controller and observer realization are dual to 
each other, and the same is true for the controllability and observability 
realizations. 
The shift realizations of g, based on the coprime factorizations pq- ’ = 
q-‘p, are isomorphic, and, by a special case of Theorem 3.4, the isomorphism 
is given by p( SJ. Using this information, the isomorphism diagram in Figure 2 
is obtained. It is similar to one in Kailath (1980, p. 100). B(q, p) and B(q, a) 
are Bezoutians with the polynomial a arising from the solution to the Bezout 
equation ap + bq = 1. K is the Hankel matrix 
K = [ z];o = 
%-I 1 
1 I 
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Controller 
Realization P(C,b) 
Observability 
Realization 
Controllability _ 
Realization 
4 Observer 
Realization 
FIG. 2. 
5. Continued fraction realization. We assume g is a strictly proper 
rational function. Let g = p/9 be a coprime factorization of g with 9 manic 
of degree n. Using the division rule for polynomials, we define a sequence of 
polynomials 9i and a sequence of nonzero constants pi and manic polynomials 
ai+l(z), referred to as the atoms, by 
9%i=97 90 = P, 
9i+l( z) = ai+l( 2)9i( z, - PiQi-l( ‘) 
(2) 
with deg 9i+l < deg yi. The atoms can be used to obtain the continued 
fraction representation of g, 
g(z) = 
PO 
ai - 01 
a2(2) - 
P2 
a3( .z) - ’ . 
Pr-2 
‘ar-l(z) - -$$ 
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and the Lanczos basis 
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B,, = (1, z,. . . , z”‘-l, Q1, zQ1,. . . , z”‘+Q1,. . . > Qr-1,. . . > +l-‘Qr-& 
The polynomials Qk are defined by the three term recursion formulas 
Q-1 = 0, Q,,= 1, 
%+1(Z) = a/c++)%(Z) - &Qk-l(Z). 
Let the polynomials ak have the following expansions: 
(3) 
ak( z) = c ajk)zi + z”“. 
i=O 
Then g has a realization of the form (A, b, c) of the form 
A= 
where 
A 42 11 
A A22 * 21 
A n-l r 
A,,-1 A,, I 
0 . . . 0 - a6” 
1 
Aii = . 
- ay) 
i= l,...,r, 
1 
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and Aii+r = Pi-rAi+ri> 
the PO being in the nr position. For more on the partial realization problem 
and the continued fraction representation see Kalman (1979) Gragg and 
Lindquist (1983), and Helmke and Fuhrmann (1989). The last paper contains 
also a slight modification of this realization that yields a canonical form for 
transfer functions under output feedback equivalence. The continued fraction 
representation, or its equivalent continued fraction realization, can be taken as 
a basis for an attempt to investigate the topological structure of Rat(n), the 
space of all strictly proper rational functions of McMillan degree R, by way of 
cell decompositions. This analysis was initiated by Fuhrmann and Krish- 
naprasad (1986) and continued by Helmke et al. (1989). A similar analysis, 
based on balanced canonical forms, has been pursued by Ober and De Mari. 
6. Liapunou balanced realization. We will say that (A, B, C) is a Lia- 
punou balanced realization of an (asymptotically) antistable transfer function g 
if there exits a positive, diagonal matrix C = diag( ur, . . . , CT,,) for which 
This is a trivial variation on the usual definition of balanced realizations, as 
introduced by Moore (1981), caused by our way of defining Hankel operators. 
We use the representation g = d- 'n and the Schmidt basis { pT, . . . , p,*}. 
Here we assume d antistable and pi /d* the (suitably normalized) singular 
vectors of the Hankel operator with symbol n/d. The realization so obtained 
is a balanced realization, given by 
B= (bl,...>b,), 
C = (qb,, . . . , +,), 
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ci = (-l)“-lPi,n_i = -e&. 
This is far from obvious, and the full details can be found in Fuhrmann (1990). 
For more information on the use of balanced realizations see Glover (1984) 
and Ober (1987a-d). 
7. Riccati balanced realization. A minimal system (A, B, C) is called 
Riccati balanced if there exists a diagonal matrix E = diag(p,, . . . , CL,) > 0 
such that 
AC + CL+ BE - C&X = 0, 
A”c + CA + & - CBh = 0. 
The diagonal entries of the matrix Z are called the Riccati singular values of 
the system. Riccati balancing was introduced in Jonckheere and Silverman 
(1983). We use the representation g = d-‘e and the Riccati basis 
{ PT, . . . > p,*}. Let g = e/d, and let e/t, d/t be the normalized coprime 
factors of g. Let R = r/t be the associated Riccati controller. Assume the 
singular values of HR* are pi > * * * > tin. Let { pi/t, p,F/ t*} be the pi- 
Schmidt pairs of HRc. Then { pi /d},“, 1 are a basis for X d. If we normalize the 
basis so that 
then the matrix representation of the shift realization of g with respect to this 
basis is Riccati balanced. Specifically we have 
aji = -Ej(l - oia)rm(l - T2)1’2pi,n_lpj,n_1 s , 
i I 
1 _I 
bi = Ei Pi,n-1. 
ci = pi,“-1 = eibi. 
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This is even less obvious than the previous case, and for the full details one 
should read Fuhrmann and Ober (1991). 
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